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Abstract 
We prove that a connected graph with at least nine vertices is a line graph if and only if it does 
not contain any of the seven given graphs as an induced subgraph. We also show that the 
number seven cannot be reduced even if the number of vertices is increased. 
Beineke [l] has shown that a connected graph is a line graph if and only if it does 
not contain any of the nine graphs drawn in Fig. 1 as an induced subgraph. We have 
observed that these forbidden subgraphs have various roles in this characterization. If 
we omit one of the graphs G1-G, in the set of forbidden subgraphs then the resulting 
class will contain infinitely many connected graphs which are not line graphs. On the 
other hand, omitting both graphs Gs and G9 yields a class containing only five 
connected non-line graphs. The following theorem summarizes these observations. 
Theorem 1. The following Jive statements are equivalent for a connected graph G: 
(1) G is a line graph. 
(2) G does not contain any of the graphs G1-G9 (see Fig. 1) as an induced subgraph. 
(3) G does not contain any of the graphs G1-Gs as an induced subgraph and G is 
not G9. 
(4) G does not contain any of the graphs G1-G7 and G9 as an induced subgraph and 
G is neither G8 nor HI (see Fig. 2). 
(5) G does not contain any of the graphs G1-G7 as an induced subgraph and G is not 
isomorphic to any of the graphs G8, G9, HI, Hz and H, (see Fig. 2). 
Moreover, for every integer i < 7 there are infinitely many connected non-line graphs 
containing only Gi as an induced subgraph among G1-G9. 
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Fig. 1. The minimal forbidden induced subgraphs for line graphs. 
Fig. 2. The three graphs that contain G8 or Gg as a proper induced subgraph and do not contain any of the 
graphs Cl-G,. 
Proof. The equivalence (l)-(2) is the well-known Beineke result. The implication 
(2+(3), (4) and (5) holds because H1, HZ, HJ, Gs and G9 are not line graphs. 
(j)*(2): First assume that G is a connected graph on at least ten vertices which 
satisfies (5) but not (2). Then G has an induced subgraph G’ isomorphic to Gs or G9 
and there is a connected induced subgraph G* in G having nine vertices which 
contains G’ as an induced subgraph. Then G* also satisfies (5) (since none of the 
graphs G1-G9, HI-H3 has more than eight vertices) but not (2). Hence it suffices to 
prove that the implication (j)*(2) holds if we restrict ourselves to connected graphs 
with at most nine vertices. We leave this to the reader (a detailed proof is available). 
Implications (3)*(j) and (4)*(j) can be easily proved if we note that the graphs Gs, 
H,, H, and H, have an induced subgraph isomorphic to Gs and the graphs G9, Hz 
and H3 have an induced subgraph isomorphic to G9. 
Finally, we construct for each i < 7 infinitely many graphs containing only Gi as an 
induced subgraph among the graphs Gr-G9. We distinguish three cases 
Case 1: Let i < 4 or i = 6. Then the graph obtained by identifying the vertex x of the 
graph Ji drawn in Fig. 3 with an end of a path on n vertices has the requested property 
for all n> 1. 
Case 2: Let i = 5. Then we identify an edge of K4 with an edge of K, for n 2 4. 
Case 3: Let i= 7. Then we take graphs K, --e for n > 5. 0 
Outline of the omitted part ofthe proof: It suffices to show that the extension of Gs or 
G9 by at most three vertices gives either a graph with an induced subgraph from 
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Fig. 3. Each graph Ji contains just one of the graphs Cl-G9, namely Gi, as an induced subgraph 
{G,-G,) or the resulting graph is one of the graphs Gs, G9, HI, Hz, H3. This can be 
checked up with the aid of a computer. 
We next show that this result is in a sense best possible. For a given set S of graphs, 
we let F(S) denote the family of connected graphs having no graph in S as an induced 
subgraph. Also, let n denote the set of connected line graphs. 
Lemma 2. For any set S of connected graphs, A- F(S) is either empty or infinite. 
Proof. Let G be in n -F(S). Then G = L(H) for some connected graph H and there is 
G’ES such that G’ is an induced subgraph of G. If H’ is any connected graph 
containing H as an induced subgraph, then G’ L G = L(H) L L(H’), so L(H’) is in 
A-F(S). Hence A-F(S) is infinite if it is nonempty. 0 
Theorem 3. Let S be a set of connected graphs for which the symmetric diference 
F(S) @ A isjnite. Then 1 SI 3 7. Furthermore, if 1 SI = 7, then (F(S) - A I 3 5 and equality 
holds ifand only ifS={G1-G7}. 
Proof. Let s be the minimum order of a set S for which F(S) @,4 is finite, let m be the 
minimum of I F(S)- Al among all such sets S of order s, and let S* be one that achieves 
this minimum. Further, let (1 denote the family of connected nonline graphs. By 
Lemma 2, F(S)IA, so S* c /1. Note that no graph in S* is an induced subgraph of 
another graph in S* (otherwise the greater one could be omitted). Hence each graph in 
S* is minimal in /1 with respect to vertex-deletion. Otherwise, if we interchange 
a graph U in S* that is not minimal in /1 with an induced subgraph U’ minimal in 
/i we make the set F(S*)-A smaller as we omit at least the graph U’; therefore, each 
graph in S* is minimal in /1. But by Theorem 1, the only minimal graphs in /1 are 
Gr-G9. Hence, S* 5 { Gr, . . . . G,} and as F(S)-A is finite, Theorem 1 gives 
{G r, . . . . G,} sS* and s= 7. Furthermore, S* must be { G1, . . . . G7}. Statement (5) in 
Theorem 1 gives I F(S*)-AI = 5 and clearly {G,-G,} is the only set S* with the 
requested properties. 0 
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We furthermore conjecture that the number of forbidden subgraphs cannot be 
reduced even though we confine ourselves to line graphs with a higher connectivity. 
Conjecture. Let S be a set of graphs, let Ak be the class of all k-connected line graphs 
(for k> l), and let Fk(S) be the class of all k-connected graphs from F(S). If the 
symmetric difference Ak@Fk(S) is finite, then ISI 37. 
Cvetkovic et al. [2] have characterized generalized line graphs as graphs with 31 
forbidden induced subgraphs. It could be interesting to explore the importance of 
particular ones of these. 
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